The address is: 28218 US Hwy 281, San Antonio, TX 78260.
However if you are looking it up on the internet, it might be easier to find the address of a church that is very nearby
(don't use the quarry address because some map programs are way off with this address). The name of the church
that is the best landmark to get to is: Bulverde United Methodist Church. The actual address of this church is 28300 US
Highway 281 N., San Antonio, TX 78260.
Note for the folks coming from Austin: It is literally the same distance from the intersection of 290 and I-35 in Austin to
the quarry whether you travel 290 to 281 (through Dripping Springs, Blanco, etc), or whether you travel I-35 to 1604 to
281. In fact, I timed it on my last trip to Austin and it's a little faster traveling out 290 (1 hour 15 minutes vs. 1 hour 20
minutes)

Directions for Everyone:
From the south (from 1604 & 281):
From 1604 and 281 it is approximately 7.5 miles to the property. At about the 7-mile mark, you will pass Borgfeld Rd.
Shortly after that you will pass the entrance to the "Country Place" subdivision on your right (East), which has a big sign
marking it. You'll be traveling downhill, and about 1/4 mile after the Country Place turn-in, will see a small cluster of
shops, with the United Methodist Church as part of it. This turn-in is just before you hit the bridge that crosses Cibolo
Creek. If you cross the bridge, you'll see a Valero gas station on your right, and will have gone too far.
NOTE: When you cross the creek and arrive basically at my property border (driving along it, it will be on your left and
the creek on your right.
As you turn into the Church parking lot, you'll see that there's a small road that parallels 281, but runs down to the
creek. Follow this road and bear to the right at the creek. It will cross over the creek after a few hundred yards, and just
on the other side of the creek, up a short hill, you'll see a brown, double gate with a chain locking it, the address and a
no-trespassing sign on it. This is the quarry.
NOTE: When you cross the creek and arrive basically at my property border (driving along it, it will be on your left and
the creek on your right) you will see a gate on your left. This gate will appear right after crossing the creek and driving up
a short hill. This first gate on your left is the first of 4 gates that lead into the property. THIS FIRST GATE IS NOT THE GATE
YOU WILL BE USING. It is marked with a sign that says "#1" and a sign that reads 'Texas Resources'. Keep driving and
count the gates. The 4th gate has the
address on it and will usually be open unless you're really early for a class. The gate has a sign that reads "#4". That is the
gate to drive into the property through.

Go forward past the caretaker RVs on the right and the hobbit house being built on the left, and follow the 'parking' sign
around the bend to the left where you will see a parking area and a vintage old red pickup truck.
If you need to call me, my cell phone number is 210-807-0645.
suchil coffman

